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CONTENTS AND INTRODUCTION   1

The Polarmax logo is the key component to the brands visual identity and lifestyle impact. It is the primary expression 
that graphically represents Polarmax across all visual and interactive materials throughout the organization and the 
world. Correct use of the logo is crucial in representing a clear, unique and unified branding image.

The Polarmax branding consists of 2 variations- stacked and not stacked. Under no circumstances should any compo-
nent of the Polarmax logo or identity be redrawn, altered or modified in any way.

Reproduction of the Polarmax logo must always be from the approved electronic file art provided by Polarmax or 
Longworth Industries. Do not attempt to reproduce the Polarmax logo from web graphics, photocopies or scanned 
printed materials.
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LOGO   2

Fih 1.  Base Stacked Logo

There are 2 primary versions of the Polarmax logo for different purposes, as shown below - 
stacked and unstacked.

The preferred method is stacked (fig. 1).  If space is a problem, the unstacked version is available 
for use (fig. 2).  The Polarmax logo should never be without the trademark “Layers For Life”. 

Where necessary, the Polarmax logo can also be used as one color in either black or white. For 
examples of this usage, please see page 5 of this brand manual. 

Never attempt to re-create the logo or any elements, always use an original digital master copy.  

LOGO

Fig 2.   Non-Stacked Logo



COLORS  3

PMS Spot Color  (Pantone Matching System)

Four Color Process  (CMYK)

PolarMax Red
PMS 185 C

PolarMax Blue
PMS Medium Blue C

PolarMax Red

Cyan
Magenta
Yellow
Black

1.15%
100%

92.62%
0.07%

PolarMax Blue

Cyan
Magenta
Yellow
Black

82.15%
40.96%

0%
0%

The proper use of color identifies the communication of the Polarmax brand awareness in their 
market. 

When reproducing the logo always follow the color specifications shown on this page. 

The visual impression of the colors may change according to the substrate (paper, wood, metal, 
fabric etc) that the color may be applied to.

It is recommended that a sample be tested to provide closest color match before proceeding.

COLORS

The Pantone Matching System is a worldwide printing, 
publishing and packaging color language for the 
selection, marketing and control of color. PANTONE is a 
registered trademark of Pantone Inc.



CLEARSPACE

-

MINIMUM 
SIZE 

1.50 in

Always maintain a minimum amount of clearspace around the Polarmax logo & icon as shown 
in this demonstration. The clearspace is used to ensure a sufficient area of background 
surrounds the logo to protect the brand from overcrowding, which can detract from the 
impact of the brand. A minimum distance of X must be maintained around the Polarmax logo & 
icon.

X

X

XX
X X

X

X

1.75 in

The minimum size will assure that the Polarmax logos are clearly legible in all forms of reproduction. 

Ideally the Polarmax stacked base logo should not appear smaller than 1.50 in wide and the 
nonstacked 1.75 in wide as shown in this demonstration.
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BLACK & WHITE   5

ONE COLOR
BLACK & WHITE

When the logo has to be used on a single color restriction or any type of conflicting background it should 
still be clearly visible. 

The following examples demonstrate how this can be achieved.

Fig 1.  Logo Elements Black on White or Light Backgrounds Fig 2.  Logo Elements White on Black or Dark Backgrounds



INCORRECT
USES

Do not modify the Polarmax logo in any manner.
Do not use the Polarmax logo or icon on a similar coloured background.
Do not change the colors of the Polarmax logo or icon.
Do not enclose the confining shape.

If you have any doubt about the correct usage of the logo, please contact 
Polarmax/Longworth Industries for clarification and/or approval.
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Longworth Industries
Polarmax
PO Box2716
Southern Pines, NC 28388
800.552.8585

www.polarmax.com
info@polarmax.com

Polarmax/Longworth Industries, Inc. takes no responsibility for material produced using specifications 
differing from the latest issue of these Brand Standards guides.


